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Abstract
Medical experiments and research have shown that negative mental attitudes are dangerous and lead to illness. They may be
either directly or indirectly in the form of psychological problems such as stress, depression etc., that often results in various
cardiac problems. So there is a need to educate people, the ways to manage stress. The method of yoga is a valid and most
suitable both for curative and preventive measure. As a preventive therapy it has proved to be helpful even in those physical
ailments that have reached a critical stage. Yoga teaches how to live a healthy, natural and normal life.
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Introduction
In present scenario, life has become very fast, hard and
hectic. People are preoccupied with many things. There are
different tasks to be performed and the time is less. It is quite
likely that people experience symptoms associated with
stress. So it is the need of hour to step forward for managing
stress. And what else except yoga; is easiest way to overcome
stress.
Yoga
Yoga originated in India. From Sanskrit word "yuj" meaning
union between mind, body and spirit. Include ethical
discipline, postures, breathing control and meditation. There
are 8 limbs of yoga-Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama,
Pratyahara, Dharana, Dhyana, and Samadhi. Physical
postures called "Asana" are just one of the eight limbs of
yoga. Majority of types are more concerned with mental and
spiritual wellbeing.
Clinical Significance of yoga
1. Reduced stress
2. Spiritual growth
3. Sense of well being
4. Reduced anxiety and muscle tension
5. Increased flexibility
6. Slowed aging
7. Sound sleep .
8. Improve many medical conditions:
9. Lower heart rate.
10. Lower blood pressure
11. Allergy and asthma symptom relief
12. Smoking cessation help
Stress
Stress may be defined as "a state of psychological and / or
physiological imbalance resulting from the disparity between
situational demand and the individual's ability and/or
motivation to meet those demands."
(Dr. Hans Selye.)

Causes of Stress
Personal problems that can cause stress include:
 Your health, especially if you have a chronic illness such
as heart disease, diabetes, or arthritis.
 Emotional problems, such as anger you can't express,
depression, grief, guilt, or low self-esteem.
 Your relationships, such as having problems with your
relationships or feeling a lack of friendships or support in
your life.
 Major life changes, such as dealing with the death of a
parent or spouse, losing your job, getting married, or
moving to a new city.
 Stress in your family, such as having a child, teen, or
other family member who is under stress, or being a
caregiver to a family member who is elderly or who has
health problems. For more information, see the topic
Quick Tips: Reducing the Stress of Care giving.
 Conflicts with your beliefs and values. For example, you
may value family life, but you may not be able to spend
as much time with your family as you want.
Social and job issues that can cause stress include
 Your surroundings. Living in an area where
overcrowding, crime, pollution, or noise is a problem can
create chronic stress.
 Your social situation. Being poor, feeling lonely, or
facing discrimination based on your race, gender, age, or
sexual orientation can add stress to your life.
 Your job. Being unhappy with your work or finding your
job too demanding can lead to chronic stress. Learn how
to manage job stress.
 Unemployment. Losing your job or not being able to find
work can also add to your stress level.
Stress Warning Signs and Symptoms
Cognitive Symptoms
 Memory problems
 Inability to concentrate
 Poor judgment
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Seeing only the negative
Anxious or recing thoughts
Constant worrying
Moodiness
Irritability or short temper
Agitation, inability to relax
Feeling overwhelmed
Sense of loneliness and isolation
Depression or general unhappiness

Yoga for Managing Stress
 Yoga Nidra
 Yogasana
 Pranayama
 Meditation
 Yoga Nidra
The Sanskrit word ‘Yoga’ means 'union' or 'one pointed
awareness' and Nidra means 'sleep'. In Yoga Nidra, the body,
mind and intellect are completely relaxed and one appears to
be sleeping but the consciousness is functioning at a deeper
level, and the subconscious and unconscious realms of mind
get opened up. So yoga nidra is 'dynamic sleep' or in other
words 'psychic sleep' in which you learn to relax consciously.
Technique
1) Lie flat on your back, with your arms stretched out by
your sides, palms up.
2) Close your eyes.
3) Form a clear intention.
4) Take a couple of deep breaths, emphasizing exhalation.
5) Starting with your right side, rotate your awareness
through all parts of the body — limb by limb — infairly
quick succession.
Become aware of each part of your body
1) Be aware of your body as a whole
2) Repeat the rotation one or more times until adequate
depth of relaxation is achieved, always ending with
whole-body awareness.
3) Be aware of the whole body and the space surrounding it.
Feel the stillness and peace.
1) Reaffirm your initial intention.
2) Mentally prepare to return to ordinary consciousness.
3) Gently move your fingers for a few moments, take a deep
breath, and then open your eyes. No tirrie limit applies to
your Yoga Nidra performance, unless you impose one.
Expect to come out of Yogic Sleep naturally, whether you
return after only 15 minutes or a whole hour. Or you may
just fall asleep.
Yogasanas
Naukasana
Lie down on your back. Take a deep breath. Lift up your legs
and trunk a foot above the ground with your arms extended
before you. Your head, arms and feet should be at the same
level. Hold the posture for as long as you can. Exhaling,
return to the ground. Repeat the asana after a short rest.
Eka Pada Pranamasana
Stand on your left leg with your hands folded in front and the
right foot on the left thigh, just above the knee. Look straight

ahead and breathe deeply twenty times. Now perform the
asana with your right leg.
Natarajasana
Stand straight. Lift the right leg and cross it over the left.
Hold the right arm above the right leg with the hand hanging
down. Hold the left hand in gyan mudra above the right wrist.
Look straight ahead and breathe deeply twenty times. Repeat
the same on the opposite side.
Virasana
This asana gives you the power needed during a time of
stress. It opens up your lower body and strengthens your
arms. Stand up straight with arms at your sides and feet
together. With an exhale, jump your right leg a few feet
forward into a lunge almost and pivot your left foot sideways
and flatten it. Make sure your front leg is bent at a 90 degree
angle and your back leg is completely straight. Turn your
upper body leftwards and lift your arms to be parallel to the
ground. Turn your head to look at your right finger tips. Hold
for a few slow breaths. Try again with the other foot.
Baiasana
This is a restful pose that will relax your body and mind. The
comfort will warm you and allow you to ease your mind,
Kneel down with your knees hip width apart and your big
toes together. Slowly lower your upper body down until your
forehead reaches the mat. Place your arms comfortably
beside you or straight above your head on the mat. Try to
hold this pose for a few minutes.
Trikonasana
This asana stretches your entire body which is helpful when
feeling stressed. Anywhere your body tends to be tight when
you are tense will be targeted during this pose. Standing
straight with your arms beside you and feet together, step
your right foot forward straightening it. Pivot your left foot
sideways and flatten it. Turn your upper body leftwards and
place your right hand on your right shin or on your matt to
the right of your right foot. Lift your left hand straight up
towards the ceiling and look up at your fingertips. Hold this
pose for a few breaths and focus on your breath. Do the other
side as well.
Savasana
Savasana is a pose to completely relax your body however
what makes this pose difficult is staying still. Being able to
hold it for 5-10 minutes will give your body and mind the
calmness they deserve. Lie on your back with your legs
comfortable apart and your arms out beside you. Breathe
deeply into each part of your body, relaxing it with each
breath to remove tension.
Yoga Breathing Exercises/Pranayama
1) Cleansing Breath: sit in a comfortable position and relax.
Breathe normally. Now exhale forcefully ami then begin
to inhale deeply. When the lungs are really full, exhale
through your nose. This is done rather quickly. Assist this
exhalation by contracting your stomach muscles. Let the
stomach relax completely as the ar begins to come back in
through your nose. Fill lungs again, exhale through nose
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quickly once again with the aid of those stomach muscles
Do this inhale-exhale pattern four to six times.
2) One Nostril Breathing: Close one nostril with a finger.
Breathe in slowly through the other nostril, and exhale
through this same nostril. Continue breathing thus through
one nostril for five breaths. Then switch sides.
3) Alternate Nostril Breathing: Using your right hand, close
the right nostril with your thumb, and breathe in through
the left. Having inhaled thus, now close the left nostril
with the pinky and ring finger of the same hand, and
breathe out through the right nostril. Immediately breathe
in again through that same (right) nostril, and exhale
through the left. This pattern: in left, out right, in right,
out left, is one unit. Repeating this unit four times makes
one round.
4) Complete Yoga Breath: Sitting straight, standing, or lying
flat when possible, begin by expanding the abdomen and
breathing into the lower lungs. Continue filling the middle
lungs, expanding your lower ribs, and then the middle
ribs, then lifting the upper ribs, expand the upper chest.
Finally, to get that air into the lungs highest areas,
contract the abdomen just a bit. Hold your breath for just
five seconds, no more. Finally, exhale through your nose,
slowly, again contracting your stomach muscles. Now,
relax all over. Breathe normally for a breath or two.

 Assert control on self in terms of thinking & action
Adaptability Is the "Mother Key" To Convert Distress
Toeustress
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Meditation
The English ‘meditation’ is derived from the Latin
meditation, from a verb ‘meditario’, meaning "to think,
contemplate, devise, and ponder".
Technique.
 Sit quietly and comfortably.
 Close your eyes.
 Start by relaxing the muscles of your feet and work up
your body relaxing muscles.
 Focus your attention on your breathing.
 Breathe in deeply and then let your breath out. Count your
breaths, and say the number of the breath as you let it out
(this gives you something to do with your mind, helping
you to avoid distraction).
Other techniques are:
 Focusing on an object: Here, you completely focus
attention on examination of an object. Look at it in
immense detail for the entire meditation. Examine the
shape, color differences, texture, temperature and
movement of the object. Objects often used are flowers,
candle flames or flowing designs, but you can use other
objects equally effectively
 Focus on a sound: Some people like to focus on sounds
they make. The classic example is the Sanskrit word
"Om", meaning "perfection". Whether or not this is
practical depends on your lifestyle.
 Using Imagery: This can be a very refreshing and
pleasant way of meditating. Here, you create a mental
image of a pleasant and relaxing place in your mind.
Conclusion
 Stress is manageable -It needs efforts
 Engage truthful thinking
 Modulate your behavioral pattern
 Lead a well-balanced life of satisfaction.
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